E-Commerce Fraud Protection
for Enterprise Businesses
Complete. Customized. Customer-Centric.

Fraud should never prevent your
company from realizing revenue
And your fraud solution should never get in the
way of your customer experience.

ClearSale is the only complete,
data-science-backed fraud solution that prevents
chargebacks and false declines to ensure a fast
and friendly shopping experience.

Why Trust ClearSale?
Improve your
KPIs

Streamline your
operations

Highest order approval
rates in the industry

Approach that’s tailored to
your business model

Dramatically reduced
chargebacks

Accommodate sales peaks
– no volume commitments

Two performance pricing
models with no fixed costs

Dedicated account
manager

Chargeback guarantees
available optionally

Post-sales business
support team

Deliver a better
customer experience
Decisions within seconds
Virtually zero false
declines
Experienced customer
service team
Customer playbooks are
customized to your
business

We are the largest and only solution with the scale, flexibility, expertise, and experience to support any merchant globally:
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Fully Outsourced Fraud Solution
ClearSale provides a merchant with a straightforward, optimized decision: accept or reject each order.

Prevent fraudulent activity in e-commerce stores
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Convert any falsely declined transactions
into approved orders

Manual Approval
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Compensate for losses related to
fraudulent chargebacks.
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Automatic Approval
Statistical models assign a
fraud score to all orders

Because we review every suspicion of fraud, we find every good order – which means merchants get the highest approval
rates in the industry.

Customizable Fraud Solutions
We combine our fraud expertise with your business drivers to create a custom fraud solution that fits your exact needs.

We call it “e-commerce magic.”
You know:

We can:

Your most profitable
products
Your general customer
profiles
Your VIP customers
Your target markets

Prioritize these products across our analytical processes.
Develop procedures to support your customers in the most
appropriate ways.
Tailor our playbooks to offer a higher-level of support
for them.
Provide industry-specialized fraud analysts, available 24/7 with
multi-language capabilities.

Business Process Consulting
ClearSale delivers the most comprehensive solutions for enterprise-level merchants in
today’s fraud protection industry.
In addition to fraud prevention for card-not-present sales in the digital world, we also offer strategies to protect your
card-present sales in the physical world — including support for brick-and-mortar retailers, telecom companies, banks, card
issuers, door-to-door sales, and more.
You gain instant access to the knowledge and insights only obtained through years of focus — giving you an immediate and
sustainable competitive advantage.

Reduce fraud,increase approval rates and retain your customers
READY TO GET STARTED?
Call us at +1 786 888 4584 or email contact@clear.sale to speak with a fraud expert today!

